Conformity declaration of cats and dogs transport in hold (AVIH)
In order to transport your cats and dogs in cabin, the conditions listed below must be read.
Reservation of cats and dogs transport can be done untill 48h prior to departure of your flight.
The boarding of your cat/dog may be refused if the conditions listed below are not respected.
This document should be read carefully, signed, and presented at the airport on the day of your departure.
Conditions related to the transportation of cats and dogs :
The bench must be rigid (plastic or fiberglass). Soft bags are not accepted in the hold.
If you have a wheeled bench, the wheels must be removed. If they are retractable wheels, block them with tape.
The cash door must have a lock system.
The upper part of the bench must imperatively be sealed at the bottom.
Your cat/dog must be able to stand up, head up, not touching the top of the bench.
Your cat/dog must be able to turn around and lie down, without having the front of the legs protruding from the
cage. The bench must contain a double bowl (water + food) empty, accessible without opening the cage, and
fixed. The bottom of the bench must be covered with a cloth or paper towel (straw prohibited).
No accessories should be left in the bench, the cat/dog can not wear a leash or muzzle.
Your cat/dog can not travel if it is sick, weak or under tranquilizer.

Maximum dimensions of bench:
Length: 120 cm
Width: 81 cm
Height: 89 cm
Maximum weight: 75 kg including animal

Important to know :
The use of a wooden cage (chipboard or plywood) is strictly forbidden for the transport of a cat/dog in hold.
2 adult cats or 2 adult dogs can cohabit in the same cage provided that they are of comparable sizes, weighing less than 14
kg per animal, used to cohabit and according to the conditions of the bench defined above.
Cats and dogs exceeding 14 kg should be placed in separate cages.
All other animals, as well as large dogs which are not acceptable in a cage No. 5 (or Ref 700) or in a cage made according to
the model and standards given in the LAR (Live Animals Regulation), must travel by FRET.
The maximum weight allowed for the transport of the AVIH (animal in the hold) on transatlantic flights is 75KG (weight of the
animal and bench included). Beyond this weight, the transport must be done by freight.
You hereby certify that your cat/dog:
- does not have a turned up nose (pug type, shih tsu, boxer, persian cat ...)
- does not belong to breeds of category 1 dogs.
- travels in good health and does not have any contagious disease.
Flight N°:
1. Date : _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _
Name, Surname, signature followed by the words "read and approved" *:
2.
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Destination :

* If not accomplished the transportation of your cat/dog will be refused.

